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Chapter II

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS OF THE
U.S. MATERIALS SYSTEM

The dominant characteristics of the U.S. materials system is
that it is a private system in which supply, demand, and alloca-
tions are largely determined by independent decisionmakers
working through the market. In the past, Government action to
complement the market’s response to materials problems was
minimal. This condition may be changing; many new pressures on
the materials system are national and international in scope and
transcend the decisionmaking capacity of the private sector. For
Government materials policy to be effective, it must be based on
an up-to-date understanding of the market forces and on timely,
accurate information depicting its principal supply and demand
parameters.

A wide variety of diffuse and disparate information systems in
Government, industry, and academic institutions now provide
guidance on all aspects of materials to decisionmakers. In con-
trast to a “national” system—which implies coordination and in-
tegration—these separate systems are better regarded as a “na-
t i o n w i d e ”  i n f o r m a t i o n  r e s o u r c e .

A. INTRODUCTION

In order to comprehend how information Three topics are covered in this chapter:
affects the flow of materials through the U.S.
economy, one must be aware of the structure a. The variety and importance of materials-
of the Nation’s materials system and of the
process by which materials decisions are
made. Accordingly, this chapter presents an b.
overview of the breadth and complexity of the
materials  information systems that  have
evolved to support materials decision making, c,.
including systems in the private sector ,
academic institutions, and Government.

related activities in the U.S. economy:

The diversity of materials decision mak- -
ing: and

The structure and characteristics of exist-
ing information systems in support of
such decision making.
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CHAPTER 11

B. MATERIALS IN THE U.S. ECONOMY

The essential characteristic of the U.S.
materials system is that it is predominantly a
private system. It comprises many small and
large firms, each making its own judgments
and management decisions i n determining
how materials move through the materials cy-
cle from raw state, through processing and
manufacturing, distribution, and finally, to
scrap or recycling. Figure II-1 depicts this cy-
cle. Prospectors determine where to explore;
miners decide what techniques to use for the
extract ion of ore and where to locate refining
facilities; manufacturers determine which of
several materials to use in a planned product,
weighting cost versus material qualities: con-
sumers decide whether to buy a product at the
proffered price: and potential entrepreneurs
determine whether to set up new services,
such as a scrap and recycling business.
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Table II-1 provides some evidence of the
size and importance of the materials-oriented
activities in the [J. S. economy (the data are for
1973):

●

●

●

●

These act ivi t ies  accounted for  $576
billion or almost 47 percent of the total
Gross National Product (GNP),

T h e  v a l u e  o f  t h e  m a t e r i a l s  p r o -
duced /consumed  by  the  ma te r i a l s -
oriented sectors account for over 80 per-
cent of the Nat ion’s exports and imports.

O v e r  3 4  m i l l i o n  A m e r i c a n s  w e r e
employed-45 percent of the total num-
ber of full-time workers in the labor
force.

Of the 1.9 million scientists, engineers.
and technicians employed by industry, 97
percent had materials-related specialties,

Figure II-I. Materials Cycle
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Source: Committee on the Survey of Materials Science and Engineering, Materials and Man’s Needs,

Washington, D, C.: National Academy of Science, 1974.
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Table 11–1.—The Materials-Oriented Sectors of the Economy

ITEM A

MAJOR GROUPINGS OF U.S. ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Industry Materials-Oriented Elements

Agriculture, forestry, and fish-
eries F o r e s t r y  a n d  n o n  f o o d

Agriculture

Mining All

Contract Construction All

Manufacturing All, except food, feed, and
tobacco

Transportation Freight and pipeline

Communication None

Electric, gas, and sanitary serv-
ices None

Wholesale and retail trade All, except food, feed, and
tobacco

Finance, insurance, and real
estate None

Services Higher education— forestry,
engineering, and physical
sciences

ITEM C

MATERIAL EXPORTS and % IM-
PORTS

Million dollars

E x p o r t s1967

Materials 25,961

U.S. Total 31,238

% Materials 8 3

Imports

Materials 21,872

U.S. Total 26,889

% Materials 81

1973

56,265

70,223

80

59,170

69,121

86

ITEM B

CONTRIBUTION OF MATERIALS-ORIENTED
SECTORS TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

Billion Current Dollars

1973

Forestry 1.6

Mining 19.5

Construction 61.8

Manufacturing 297.7

Transportation, Utilities 47.3

Trade 148.6

Education 3-
Total Materials 576.8

GNP 1,294.9

%   Materials 46.7

1980

1.3

34.5

60.4

637.2

94.2

256.2

4-

1,084.2

2,156.2

50.3

ITEM D

EMPLOYMENT IN THE MATERIALS-
ORIENTED SECTORS

Millions of Employees

1973 1980— .

Forestry .1

Mining .6 .7

construction 4.0 4.9

Manufacturing 18.4 20.6

transportation, Utilities 1.6 1.9

Trade 9.6 14.7

ducation

Total Materials Employment 3 4 . 2  4 2 . 9

National Employment 75.9 101.2

% Materials 45.1 42.4

ITEM E

ESTABLISHMENTS WITHIN THE
MATERIALS-ORIENTED SECTORS

Thousands

1973 1980

Forestry 12 15

Mining 90 110

Construction 980 1,110

Manufacturing 322 330

Transportation, Utilities 145 149

Trade 1,899 2,233

Education 2 2
Total Materials 3,450 3,949

U.S. Total 12,759 14,113

% Materials 27 28

Source Office of Technology Assessment
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● There were nearly 3.5 million materials-
oriented establishments.

●

● There were some 250 labor unions, about
1,700 business associations, and some 800
scientific, engineering, and technical

associations.

More than 200,000 academic degrees re-
lated to materials studies were awarded,
representing about 17 percent of the total
number of degrees conferred that year.

C. MATERIALS DECISIONMAKING

As materials move through the materials cy-
cle—from raw state, through processing and
manufacturing, distribution, and finally, scrap
or recycling-countless decisions need to be
made. So accustomed are Americans to the
widespread availability of material products
that the complexity of these decision processes
is not generally recognized.

1. Decisionmaking Complexity

The complexity of decisionmaking can be
emphas ized  by  examin ing  the  f low of
materials among the major segments of a
specific materials industry. Figure II-2 depicts
the flow for copper and zinc products among
fabricators, suppliers, and customers. It points
up the involved couplings which need to be
considered when materials  decisions are
made. Decisions made at the supply end of the
cycle in the mining and scrap businesses
directly affect the primary copper and primary
zinc businesses and, in turn, the brass castings
and other industries shown. At the other end
of the cycle, demand conditions and decisions
of the diverse group of customers (including
primary lead users) affect imports and mining.

A similar example of the complexity in-
herent in materials decisions is shown in
figure II–3 which depicts the materials cycle
for aluminum. It illustrates the nature of the
supply/demand interrelationships of the inter-
mediate aluminum products from acquisition
of ore to consumption of finished goods. At
each stage, the supply of intermediate prod-
ucts is subject to and, in turn, affects the de-
mands of the succeeding stages. Thus. various
end items (automobiles, cans, household prod-
ucts) all compete through market forces for

24

alum inure ingots; likewise, domestic and
foreign refineries compete for the ore supply,

Guiding the decisions that control and direct
the material-flow patterns in these examples
and for materials generally is a body of ex-
perience and judgment that rests on the
availability of information, In part, this infor-
mation manifests itself automatically through
the action of the market mechanism. However,
when the market is unable to solve such
problems. then Government materials deci-
sionmakers may become involved. For them to
make effective decisions. information on the
full range of supply/demand factors and possi-
ble sectoral impacts must be available, a proc-
ess discussed in the following sections.

2. Decisionmaking in the Marketplace

A fundamental advantage of the market
mechanism on which the U.S. materials
system now depends is the way it economizes
on the need for information in reaching
toward optimum allocation of resources.
Sowell epitomizes this mechanism: “It has
been said that nobody knows how to make (1

simple lead pencil! No single person knows
how to grow the trees for the wood, mine and
process the graphite for the lead, make the
rubber for the eraser, extract and process the
ore for the metal that holds it on, and
manufacture the paint and varnish that cover
the pencil. The pencil companies, of course,
buy most of these materials in the market from
others who do know their own small part of
the process, but whose knowledge becomes
very hazy and practically nonexistent as to
processes a few stages ahead or behind. The
alternatives available at any given stage, and
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Figure II–2. Expenditures and Sales of Copper and Zinc Industries
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0 Percent of Copper and Zinc Industries Expenditures Minor Suppliers and Customers Account for percentages not Shown

● Percent of Copper and Zinc Industries Sales See Introduction for Fuller Explanation

Source U S Department of Commerce U S Industrial Outlook 1975 Washington D C U S Government Printing Office
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the changing terms on which they are availa-
ble, are likely to be fully understood only by
the people at that stage. As the competition of
knowledgeable people at one stage forces
prices up or down in response to the underly-
ing scarcities and technology which they un-
derstand, those further along in the process.
who may not understand at all what is causing
the price change. nevertheless respond to
these changes so as to economize what has
become more scarce. substituting what has
become easier to get, increasing or decreasing
their total output or changing the channels of
its distribution. To achieve the same end result
through a political process would require that
either the public or a central planning commis-
sion have a degree of knowledge which is not
needed under a price mechanism” (ref. 1).

To say that the American market system
reduces the need for formally collected in for-
mation and the amount of knowledge needed
at any single decision point is not to say.
however, that information is unimportant. In
fact, the existence of knowledgeable buyers
and sellers is one of the essential conditions
for maintaining the market structure. To the
extent that such knowledge is not available,
the decision making structure may, at best. be
inefficient: at worst. it may be incapable of
coping with perturbations in materials flow.

In the United States, most materials deci-
s ions are made by private businessmen and are
based on their own projections of supply and
demand. These, in turn. hinge on a wide range
of subsidiary factors—technological state-of-
the-art, financial conditions, international
trade circumstances. and, not the least of all,
Government policies as they are now under-
stood. In recent years, particularly as many
materials have come into short supply, the
complexity of the decisionmaking process has
been heightened and the role of Government
has tended to become more important,

3. Decision making in the Federal
Government

The broad range of problems posed by po-
tential scarcities and outright shortages illus-

trates the growing involvement of Govern-
ment in materials decisionmaking. Of concern
are both short- term cris is  s i tuat ions ex-
emplified by the oil embargo of 1973 and po-
tential long-range problems such as the grow-
ing dependence on foreign sources as domestic
supplies dwindle. Government attention and
possible action may be required whenever
shortages are projected to become so severe as
to cause unacceptable dis tort ions in the
economy that cannot be addressed by the
market mechanism.

In the market economy, shortages and
surpluses are price-dependent. In theory, the
market usually resolves them by raising prices,
thereby reducing demand and increasing sup-
ply. The higher price may cause users to
switch to substitutes which formerly were
noncompetitive at the lower price, for exam-
pie, copper in place of aluminum. Where ac-
ceptable substitutes are not available. use of
the scarce material may be cut back; if the
price rise is high enough. users may forego it
completely. A similar spectrum of effects
takes place on the supply side. As examples.
the shortage- induced price rise could stimulate
output by making unworked, lower-grade ores
profitable; or it could encourage increased
higher priced imports,

The need for Government action arises
when a material becomes (or is projected to
become) so scarce that the normal market
mechanism can not prevent (or correct in
reasonably timely fashion. i f at all) unaccepta-
ble distort ions to vital elements of the
economy Consider. for example, a small
shortfall in the nickel supply which raises the
price by 10 percent. If the only users thereby
denied access to nickel were nonstrategic pro-
ducers (for example, toy manufacturers who
could not absorb the price increase). there
would not be reason for Government interven-
tion. If the supply fell by 50 percent, however,
and the resulting price rise forced producers of
food machinery out of business. the problem
would be of greater concern to the Govern-
ment. If the supply were reduced by 90 per-
cent. to a level that threatened defense pro-
duction. the market’s ability to allocate the
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scarce nickel on the basis of price might well
break down, and governmental action could be
needed to ensure vital needs and services.

In short, the principal market mechanism
for allocation is price: in general. those who
can afford to pay can get the scarce com-
mod it y. Clearly, instances can arise where this
criterion alone is incompatible with the public
good.

The actual process of balancing supply and
demand encompass a complex array of actions
and is constantly at work, signaling the need
for greater supplies and encouraging the most
efficient ways to achieve them. Viewed from
this perspective, shortages are seen to be fun-
damental to the market system and are neither
good or bad. Examples of the wide range of
normally occurring shortage-inducing factors
are shown in table II–.2. Most of the factors are

containable by market forces without Govern-
ment intervention.

Serious shortages which could require
Government act ion can occur for  many
reasons. Among the factors which could in-
duce long-term shortages is the narrowing of
relatively cheap domestic supplies of many
important minerals, such as copper, lead, iron,
and silver. Continued use of those materials by
an expanding economy will require discovery
of new deposits, development of new tech-
niques for more efficient processing of lower
grade deposits, and greater dependence on
foreign sources of supply—all of which are un-
certain developments, Other shortage-induc-
ing factors result from new concerns for
ene rgy  conse rva t ion  and  the  e f fec t s  o f
materials usage on the environment, These
considerations limit the options of private
decisionmakers and highlight the influence

Table n-2-Factors Tending To Diminish Supply

— A major supplier runs out of ore.

— The production system of a major supplier fails.

— Transportation breaks down between supplier and user.

— Price rise of the material causes supplier to turn to lower grade ores, which maintains

throughput but lowers output.

— Capital costs rise so that maintenance of production facilities cannot be optimized

and output declines.

— Facilities are diverted to removal of overburden or pockets of low yield ore and output

declines.

— Operations are halted to make facility changes to satisfy safety regulations.

— Operations are curtailed to comply with environmental standards.

— Health absenteeism occurs on a major scale.

— Labor shortages occur, especially at remote sites.

— Improperly deferred maintenance occurs.

— Major accidents occur.

— Management/labor disputes occur.

Source: Adapted from F. P. Huddle, ‘What Isa Shortage and What Can We Do About It?,”

presentation to the Society for the Advancement of Material and Process Engineering,

October 1975.
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Government has on the market’s response.
Still another factor that places some shortages
beyond the reach of normal market forces is
the changing situation with regard to foreign
producers, the actions of OPEC being indica-
tive.

In considering policies for any specific
materials problem, the first need for Govern-
ment policymaking is to anticipate which
problems the market mechanisms alone are
not likely to resolve satisfactorily or in a
timely fashion. Once these are identified,
Government policy makers can then consider a
broad spectrum of responses. For example, if
the shortage can be perceived early enough in
terms of years, alternative sources of supply
can be encouraged. Research and development
programs can be emphasized to increase the
productivity of domestic supplies and to find
new substitutes which might be ready in time
for the expected crisis. Stockpiles can be
established. Policies could also be adopted to

CHAPTER II

dampen demand through promotion of conser-
vation practices or other means. However, if
the shortage is near-term (or occurs without
warning) and cannot be absorbed by the
market, then a different range of Government
responses can be invoked to supplement
market forces, Past examples have included
export controls, direct allocation of supplies,
compulsory conservation measures (55 mph
speed limit, Sunday gas station closing), price
controls, and even rationing.

In general, the range of possible Govern-
ment actions to deal with materials disloca-
tions is very broad. Examples of activities and
the principal agencies currently implementing
them are shown in table 11–3. Table 11–4,
developed by a recent National Academy of
Sciences study on mineral supply, shows the
possible impacts on production and consump-
tion of a spectrum of actions that can be taken.
Before any of these policies is applied, the
Government policy maker must be able to

Table n-3.-Some Examples of Government Materials Activities

Policymaking Activity Examples of Agencies Currently Involved

Support to domestic production DOD, GSA, ERDA, National Bureau of Standards,
Bureau of Mines

Development of new materials DOD, Bureau of Mines, Forest Service, ERDA, NSF,
EPA, FEA, DOI, DOA, Council on Environmental
Quality, DOC

Conservation, substitution and recycling of materials EPA, FEA, DOI, DOA, Council on Environmental
Quality, DOD

Data collection and analysis DOA, Bureau of Census, Tariff Commission,
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Geological Survey

Policy, planning, and coordination Congress, DOA, DOI, OMB, CEA

Control and regulation activities Office of Export Administration, Nuclear
Regulatory Agency, MESA, DOA

Monitoring of international activities Department of State, DOA, DOC

Fiscal, monetary, and trade actions Department of Treasury, Council of Economic
Advisors, Federal Reserve Board, DOA

Adopted from: Meyer J. Harron and John D. Crawford, Government Materials Activities, Washington, D. C.:
Federal Preparedness Agency, July 1975.
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Import  restrictions
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demonstrate its need and project its conse-
quences. For this he needs to understand how
marke t  fo rces  opera te th roughou t  t he
materials cycle and to have reliable informa-
tion on their current and projected status.
Similarly, businessmen have need to factor
into their plans the effects of possible Govern-
ment actions. More than ever before, they too
require quali ty information services and
capabilities to arrive at effective actions.

This assessment is concerned with what in-
formation capabilities are required to support

(; HAPTER  11

policy makers in the Federal Government in
addressing materials-related problems. The
systems in the private sector as well as in the
Government that policy makers can call on
were not designed for the kinds of problems
expected to confront  them. Rather,  they
evolved to meet a diverse array of public and
private objectives within complex, diffuse,
and pluralistic systems. Nevertheless, they
represent an important national resource on
which to base improvements. The structure
and characteristics of these existing systems
are described in the next section.

D. EXISTING MATERIALS INFORMATION SYSTEMS

There exists today a wide variety of infor-
mation facilities and services with differing
degrees of completeness and accuracy which
support the country’s materials system. In con-
trast to a “national” system, these information
elements remain largely independent of each
other. However, information from various
Government, private industry, and academic
locations in these systems can often be merged
to address specific needs. Thus. the overall
system should be regarded as a “nationwide”
system—rather than a “national” coordinated
and integrated system.

These existing systems were reviewed to
understand how materials information is cur-
rently handled and to uncover some of the
issues to be faced in deciding what improve-
ments, if any, are needed to more effectively
support materials policymaking in the Federal
Government.

In its broadest context, the set of mecha-
nisms by which people transfer, store, and use
information on materials, comprises two major
categories. One is the array of formal com-
munications techniques organized around
reports, handbooks, catalogs, and other docu-
ments. The other is the set of informal, largely
verbal, techniques by which information is
transmitted. 1 The emphasis of this assessment

1,As r[,p{)rt~;(]  h} (;arlson  (ref. 2) and b}’  i$’o] f{? (rf!f. 3)
the in forma I person- to-prrson  information channel plays
a part i f; u I a r] y i m po rta n t rol P i n promoting t h P f 10 w o f
ne~i data  an(l I(i[Ias among materials technologists.

is on the formal systems which support policy-
making decisions. However, it is necessary to
recognize that in all cases policy action de-
pends on the extraction of information from
documents and other sources.

Individual information systems are varied
and diffuse. as table 11–5 indicates. Like other
kinds of scientific and technical information.
materials information supports several kinds
of activities. As elaborated in a study of the
role of information services (ref. 4). these in-
clude conduct of science. generating tech-
nology and applying it in industry, public deci-
sionmaking and policy formulation, and in-
forming the general public. Although no sim-
ple characterization of these services is fully
satisfactory. their principal components may
be visualized as comprising three categories, as
depicted in figure 11-4:

●

•

●

Primary and Derivative Scientific and
T e c h n i c a l  I n f o r m a t i o n —repor t s  o f
original scientific and engineering in-
vestigations (primary sources), and com-
pendia thereof (secondary and tertiary
sources);

Technical  Trade Information—tech-
nically-oriented advertising and applica-
t ions literature produced by vendor firms
to promote sales; and

Inventory and Economic Information—
data and statistics characterizing the
quan t i t i e s  and  p r i ces  o f  ma te r i a l s
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Table n-5.-Examples of Elements Within Existing Materials Information Systems

GOVERNMENT

1. Interior 13. Labor
a. Bureau of Mines a. OSHA
b. Geological Survey b. Bureau of Labor Statistics
c. Bureau of Land Management 14. Treasury
d. Division of Minerals Policy Analysis a. Tariff Commission

2. Commerce b. Office of Raw Materials and Ocean Policy
a. Bureaus of Domestic and International 15. Agriculture

Commerce a. Laboratories
b. National Bureau of Standards b. Field Service

National Standard Reference Data System c. Forest Service
c. Bureau of Census d. Economic Research Service
d. National Technical Information Service e. Statistical Reporting Service

Bureau of Economic Analysis 16. National Science Foundation
3. State 17. NAS/NAE

a. Desk Officers a. National Materials Advisory Board
b. Industrial and Strategic Materials Division b. Commission on Natural Resources

4. Defense 18. State Development Agencies
a. DoD Information Analysis Centers
b. Laboratories (AFML, AMMRC, NRL, etc.)

Contractor Reports (DDC) PRIVATE SECTOR
5. GSA

a. Federal Preparedness Agency 19. Universit ies/Academia
6. Executive 20. Industry

a. Council of Economic Advisors a. Internal Information Systems
b. Council on International Economic Policy b. Trade Literature
c. Office of Management and Budget c. Manuals and Handbooks
d. CIA d. Technical Literature

7. EPA 21. Trade Associations
a. Laboratories (Cincinnati, Las Vegas, etc.) 22. Rate Bureaus
b. Contractor Reports 23. Technical Societies

8. FEA a. Technical Meetings
National Energy Information Center b. Magazines, Journals

9. ERDA c. Professional Papers
a. Laboratories (Hanford, Oak Ridge, etc.) 24. Handbooks, Textbooks, Technical Literature
b. Contractor Reports (RECON) 25. Information and Abstracting Services

10. Library of Congress 26. Independent Laboratories
a. Congressional Research Service 27. Patent System

11. NASA 28. Banking and Financial Houses
a. Laboratories (Langley, Lewis, etc.) 29. Labor Organizations
b, Contractor Reports (RECON) 30. Public Libraries

12. FPC 31. Foreign Systems and Sources
a. Office of Economics 32. Newspapers, radio, TV, etc.

throughout the materials cycle. including mation. Its volume is large and growing, as the
economic  ana lyses  and  p ro jec t ions following instances illustrate:
thereof,

●

Each step in the materials cycle generates in-
formation, some more oriented toward one
category than to another. In general, though,
all three categories of information flow from
each step. as indicated in figure II–5.

1. Scientific and Technical Information
●

Technical materials literature is the most
common form of scientific and technical infor-

32

The American Society for Metals lists
more than 1,000 worldwide journals that
publish papers on the properties, produc-
tion. fabrication, treatment, finishing. and
applications of metals. About 100 of these
are English language journals having
metals technology as their principal
thrust.

A selective guide to sources of fibers and
textile information cites 16 journals in
that field.



Figure II–4. Categories of Materials Information
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Note Depicted here are the information products per se, not the services which produce them

● A Federation of Materials Societies
survey of the information services of 13
materials-oriented societies (excluding
wood or fiber fields) showed publication
in 1971 of 95.000 journal pages: in addi-
tion, the societies published 217 con-
ference proceedings in a 3-year period
(ref. 5). A selective guide to metallurgy
literature alone cites 10 professional
societ ies  and 35 research and trade
associations, man y of which sponsor pri-
mary publications.

● The number of scientific and technical
reports published by the U.S. Govern-
ment is estimated to be 80,000 per year. of
which a substantial number deal with
materials issues.

● Some 35 States and the Federal Govern-
ment generate materials standards. The
Department of Defense has issued over
35,000, the General Services Administra-
tion another 6,000. In addition. over 400
nongovernment technical and profes-
sional groups issue them.
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Figure II–5. Flow of Information Through the Materials Cycle
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b In a report prepared for the Organization
of Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment (OECD), Anderla projected the
number of scientific and technical articles
that would be published in 1985 to be
three to four times the number in 1970
(ref. 6). Anderla also projected that:2

—In 1967, holdings of scientific and tech-
nical information (covering all fields
and including primary, secondary. and
trade data) amounted to 250 million
pages and were being generated at a
rate of 45–50 million pages per year.

—The world stock of articles in 1967
numbered at least 20–30 million.

—Contrary to earlier predictions, the
growth of technical information would
continue, at a rate between 7.2 and 13.5
percent per year (corresponding to a
doubling every 5.5 to 10 years).

This explosion of primary technical publica-
tions is not a recent phenomenon. As long ago
as 1830, as the number of journals proliferated,
secondary sources in the form of abstracting
services first came into being. Garvey and
Compton estimate that they have since grown
exponentially, by a factor of 10 every 50 years
(ref. 2). A selective guide to sources of
metallurgy information lists 58 abstract jour-
nals and an additional 25 index publications. A
similar guide to fibers and textile information
notes 30 abstracting services. The number of
abstracts published by the materials societies
polled by the Federation of Materials Societies
(FMS) in 1971 (ref. 5) was in the range of
125–175,000 per year. Using Anderla’s “con-
servative” projection rate of 7.2 percent per
year, the current rate of abstracts for the 13
societies alone may be approaching a quarter-
million per year. Other secondary sources are
handbooks and textbooks. A guide to fiber and
textile literature cites 11 handbooks and en-
cyclopedias of general interest. A similar guide
to metal literature notes 31 handbooks, still
other handbooks compile information on

Z1 I ShO1l  ]d ~)[1 nOted that SOrn6: ~~ Anderla’s ~~nc]u -
sions  ar~~ disputed by other  information investigators; see
ref. 7,
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wood. The FMS survey found that the 13
materials societies polled alone published 234
technical books over a 3-year period (ref. 5).

As the volume of primary and secondary
material grow, a need arises for two new infor-
mation services: tertiary compilations of sec-
ondary sources and directories of information
analysis centers. (References 8 and 9. sources
of many of the statistics cited here. are exam-
ples of tertiary sources.) Information analysis
centers are facilities for evaluating informa-
tion on particular materials; they are further
described later in this chapter.

2. Technical Trade Information

This second category of materials informa-
tion covers technical brochures, specifications.
test data and the like distributed by firms.
often through sales engineers. to promote the
sale of materials. For a variety of reasons. this
category has not received the same develop-
ment and attention as have the more scientific
systems. As a practical matter, however, it
probably represents the most important source
of materials information for smaller com-
panies without science-oriented staffs.

In a study in the United Kingdom. Wolfe has
shown that personnel in the textile industry
and in metal industries each derive 40 percent
of all the written information they use from
trade literature (ref. 3). Although no compara-
ble study has been conducted in the United
States, there is reason to think the percentage
may be even higher.

While some observers see “a decreasing
amount of good technical literature available
from materials suppliers” (ref. 10), much of it
appears to be excellent. Recognizing the im-
portance of  describing their  products  to
prospective customers, many of the larger
firms operate extensive trade information
services. Examples include E. 1. duPont de
Nemours & Co., which has implemented a
telephone system for accessing a central infor-
mation base that currently handles nearly
10,000 calls per month, and Climax Molyb-
denum Co.
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3. Inventory and Economic Information

Much of the information in this third
category, covering quantities and prices of
materials throughout the materials cycle, is
generated by industrial organizations. Much of
it is compiled by trade associations and by an
array of special trade and financial journals.
such as The American Metal Market and
Metal Week, Additional information is con-
tained in stockholders reports and in filings
with regulatory agencies. Another large seg-
ment of this kind of information. however, is
proprietary and not available to the general
public, Government executive departments, or
Congress.

A principal source of “open” inventory and
economic information includes the more than
20 Federal Government agencies that collect
da ta  e l ements  f rom mate r i a l s -o r i en ted
organizations and publish aggregated informa-
tion. While much of the data are obtained on a
voluntary basis, many of the agencies derive
their collection authority from specific legisla-
tion. For example, the Bureau of the Census
has conducted a census of minerals (currently
on a 5-year cycle) since 1840. The Intern a-
tional Trade (Tariff) Commission reports the
annual domestic product ion and sales of syn-
thetic organic chemicals and the raw materials
for producing them under provisions of the
Tariff Act of 1930.

The volume of Government-generated in-
formation is very large. As one indicator of its
scope, the Bureau of Mines, one of the prin-
cipal agencies in the minerals field, typically
issues some 750 separate reports each year.
One series, the Mineral Industry Survey,
covers some 250 reports containing economic
data on 95 commodities: some of these reports
are issued weekly, others monthly. and all are
issued annually. Other series cover a variety of
technical and economic subjects: in fiscal year
1975 they comprised over 20,000 published
pages.

Industry as well as Government analysts
rely on Government-derived information. In

many instances, no alternative sources exist
since individual firms are often reluctant to
provide comparable data to nongovernment
agencies and other firms do not accept as ac-
curate the data that is gathered.3) Moreover, for
legal [antitrust) reasons, individual firms or
associations may be, or consider themselves to
be, precluded from collecting industry wide,
national data,

4. Information Handling

The methods employed for collecting, sort-
ing, consolidating, analyzing, and distributing
information to users vary with the category of
materials information. The most advanced in
terms of use of specialized facilities and
automation are the methods for handling
scientific and technical information. Since the
largest portion of this kind of information is in
documents, the principal means for processing
is the technical library. Processing functions
include all the basic library services: obtaining
and controlling documents, abstracting, index-
ing, and providing awareness of relevant new
information.

Many science-oriented materials organiza-
tions have formally recognized the importance
of information and formed special information
groups to supplement the normal library func-
tions. In these groups, materials specialists
who develop a first-hand familiarity with the
literature perform a variety of personalized,
indepth services for the researcher. A 1959
survey of science-oriented chemical industries
showed that 40 percent of the responding
organizations spent from 1.5- to 2,5-percent of
their research budget on library/information
group activities; another 15 percent of the
organizations spent from 2.5 to 10 percent (ref.
11). Although more recent comprehensive
data are not available, there is reason to
suspect that the 1.5 to 2,5 percent-range may

1 A (:tls  ~; i n pc] i n t [;(I  n (;errls  t o ] u en e. ~rod  U C t i O n
stat istics  compiled by a trade ossm; iat ion based  on vol un -
tary submissions have been found to differ hy as much as
40 percent from similar  s ta t  istics  puhl ishcd  hy the
Govern mf;n t.
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still be representative. A large automobile
company currently spends 1.5 percent of its
research budget on technical information serv-
ices; the National Bureau of Standards allo-
cates 2 percent of its budget to information
services.

Over the past .20 years, the research-
oriented information processing functions
have been expanded through the development
of several new computer services. One ap-
pl i cat ion is the automatic preparation of
bibliographies of selected fields, a service now
broadly available for purchase or lease at
relatively low cost. Another application in-
volves advances in indexing and the use of in-
teractive searching. in which the researcher
observes the output of a computer in realtime
and appropriately redirects its search rout inc.
Computers have also had wide use for selec-
tive dissemination of information, in which
reports are distributed on the basis of a com-
puter comparison of individuals’ interest
profiles with assigned index characteristics. A
variety of other advanced computer functions
have also been suggested (ref. 12).

One of the other new services that have
developed for scientific and technical informa-
tion is the information analysis center. Infor-
mation analysis centers are:

. . . formally structured organizational units,
specifically (but not necessarily exclusively]
established for the purpose of acquiring.
selecting, storing, retrieving, evaluating.
analyzing. and sythesizing a body of informa-
tion and/or data i n  a  clearl y  d e f i n ed
specialized field or pertaining to a specified
mission with intent of compiling. digesting.
repackaging, or otherwise organizing and pre-
senting pertinent information and/or data in a
form most authoritative, timely. and useful to
a society of peers and management, (ref. 13)

Forerunners of information analysis centers
date back to the 19th century, but their modern
development began with the rapid expansion
in major research and development programs
following World War 11. Some of the earliest
centers were materials-oriented. Since 1958,
they have proliferated, and there are now
about 100 federa11y sponsored centers of
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which about half (58) are materials-oriented,
In addition there are perhaps a half-dozen
materials information analysis centers that are
totally privately financed. Table II-6 lists some
of the federally supported materials-oriented
centers, as compiled by The National Referral
Center.

Typically. the services provided by an in for-
mat ion analysis center include both center- in-
itiated products of general interest to all
subscribers and custom-tailored services in
response to user requests. Examples of the
former are critical data compilations (in which
an authority in the field reviews and co m -
ments on the validity of newly acquired data),
bibliographies. state-of-the-art reviews, and
newsletters. Custom services include selective
1iterature searches and consultation  on
specific problems,

T h e  e s s e n t i a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  t h e
materials information analysis center that dis-
tinguishes it from a library are its focused area
of interest and the unique, specialized compe-
tence of its staff, The size and scope of opera-
tions of different centers vary greatly, Some
are staffed by as many as 100 or more profes-
sionals, others by as few as one or two.
Descriptions of a large, medium. and relatively
small center are presented in table 11-7,

In addition to information obtained from the
scientific - tech n i c a 1 category, i n formation
processing in support of the designer. the
engineer, the purchasing agent, and others
concerned with the practical applications of
materials leans heavily on technical trade in-
formation. In contrast to the approaches that
have evolved for servicing the research and
technology community. there are few stand-
ardized approaches for handling technica1
trade information. Most corporations, even the
largest, rely on procedures that are locally
devised and implemented by the various
engineering groups. An exception, perhaps in-
dicative of a trend. is  the Engineering
Materials and Processes Information System
(EMPIS) operated by the Corporate Research
and Development t group of the General
Electric Company (GE). In operation for 40
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Table n-6.-Some Materials-Oriented Information Analysis Centers

Name

Air Pollution Technical lnforma-
tion
Center (APT ICI

Alloy Data Center

Atomic Energy Levels D a t a
Center

Atomic Transition Probabilities
Data Center

Bureau of Mines Associate Direc-
tor
Mineral and Materials Supply
Demand Analysis

Bureau of M)nes—Mineral Supply
Alaska Field Operation Center

Bureau of Mines --Mineral    Supply
Eastern Field Operation Center

Bureau of Mines—M,neral Supply
Western Field Operation Center

Chemical Kinetics Information
Center

Chemical Propulsion Information
Agency (CPIA\

Chemical Thermodynamics Data
Center

Controlled Fusion Alomic Data
Center

Criticality Data Center

Cryogenic Data Center

Crystal Data Center

Data Center for Atomic and
Molecular lonization Processes

Data Center on Atomic
Line Shapes and    Shifts

Diatomic Molecule Spectra and
Energy Levels Center

Diffusion in Metals Data Center

DOD NucIear Information and
Analysis Center (DASIAC)

Earth Resources Observation
System (EROS) Data Center

Ecological Sciences Information
Center

Electrolyte Data Center

Electronic Properties
Information Center (FPIC)

Energy Information Center

Environmental Information
Analysis Center (EIAC)

Environmental lnformation DIVI-
sion

Environmental Mustagen lnforma-
tion Center

Location

Cleveland Ohio

Washington DC

Washington DC

Washington DC

Washington DC

Juneau Alaska

Pittsburgh PA

Denver Colo

Washington DC

Silver Spring MD

Washington DC

Oak Ridge TN

Oak Ridge TN

Boulder  Colo 

Washington DC

Washington DC

Washington DC

Washington DC

Washington DC

Santa Barbara CA

Sioux Falls SD

Oak Ridge  TN

Washington  DC

West Lafayette IND

Oak Ridge TN

C o l u m b u s  o h i o

Maxwell AF Base ALA

Oak Ridge TN

Operator

National Aeronautics and
Space Admin

Alloy Physics Sect Ion

NBS

NBS

Dept of the Interior

Physical Chemistry Division

John Hopkins Univ

NBS

Oak Ridge Natl Lab

Union Carbide Corp

NBS

NBS

NBS

NBS

NBS

NBS

GE TEMPO

U S Geological Survey

Oak Ridge Natl Lab

NBS

Purdue University

Oak Ridge Natl Lab

Battelle Mem Inst

AIr Training Command

Oak Ridge Nail Lab

Sponsor

NBS

NBS

16 full-time 9 engrs

NBS and U S Naval Ordinance
Command

Defense Supply Agency Depts
of the Navy Army and Air
Force and Nail Aeronautics
and Space Admin

NBS

ERDA

ERDA

NBS NASA American Gas
Assoc

NBS

NBS

NBS

NBS

NBS

DNA

AEC

NBS

DSA

Nail Science Foundation
RANN Program

ERDA

ERDA Natl Inst of
Environmental Health

Staff Size

13 full -time

2 full -time 2 part-time

1 physicist 1 chemist
1 full -time clerical asst

2 part- time physicists 

300

1 geologist

35 full-time

40 full-time

3 professionals 1 semi-
professional 2 clerical

1 1 professional physicists
chemists and engineers
and 1 1 staff members

7 chemists 1 technical
asst 2 clerks

4 Scientists 2 non technicals
(full- time)

1 professional and
1 2 nonprofessional

Full- time 4 physicists
1 chemist 2 engrs 1 docu-
mentation spvr 3 clerks
part-time 1  physicist
1 engr 3 clerks

Full-time 3 crystallo
graphers 1 technical asst

? professionals and full-time
clerical support

1 part-time  physicist

2 full-time and 4 part-time

24 full-time

210   full-time

1 manager 3 lnformation
Specialists-biologists
( 1 half-time) 2 information
technician   assistants

2  part-time

4 full-time 4 part-time

3 full-time

3 full- time

4 full -time

2 full-time 1 part-time

Eutrophication lnformation
Program

Madison WIS University  of Wisconsin

Sciences

Dept of the Inter
Dept of Agric
U S Environ Protect Ion Agency
Univ of Wisconsin

1 full time 5 part-time
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Table n-6.-Some Materials-Oriented Information Analysis Centers (Continued)

Name Location operator Sponsor Staff Size

Gamma-ray Spectrum Catalogue Idaho Falls Idaho Nail Reactor Testing Station ERDA 12 part-time

Health and Safety Analysis
Center Denver Colo DOl 66 engineers statisticians

mathematicians and clerks

High Pressure Data Center Provo Utah Brigham Young Univ NBS 2 full-time 1 part-time

Infrared Information and Analysis Ann Arbor Mich Environmental Res Inst of Det Supply Agency Office of 4 full-time 412 clerical

Center (IRIA) Michigan Naval Research 30 to 40 technical staff
members

LMFBR Fuel -Cladding In forma
tion Richland Wash Hanford Engr Dev Lab ERDA 5 full time 1 part -time

Machinability Data Center Cincinnati Ohio Metcutl Research Assoc Inc Army Materials and Mechanics 8 Iull-time 5 part tilme
Research Center Watertown
Mass

Mechanical Pro Dept, es Data
Center Traverse City Mich Belfour Stulen Inc AMMRC Watertown Mass 13 full time

Metals and Ceramics Information CoIumbus Ohio Battelle Memorial Institule AMMRC Watertown Mass 100 paft time 21 full time

Center (MCIC)

Microwave Spectral Data Center Washington DC NBS NBS 1 sclentist

Molten Salts Data Center Troy NY Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst NBS Director and postdoctorate  and
predoctorate co workers with

specialties in fused Sal S physical
properties and electroochemistry ,

National Oceanographic Data Rockville  MD NOAA
Center

76 professionals and
43 nonprofessionals

National Space Science Data Greenbelt MD GSFC
Center

NASA 92 full [ {me

Nondestructlve Testing Watertown Mass AMMRC AMMR 4 part time 3 technical
lnformafion Analysis Center professional and 1 clerk

Nuclear Data Project Oak Ridqe Tenn Oak Ridge National Lab FRDA 1 1 professionals and

8 nonprofessionals

NucIear Safety Inform a! or
Center Oak Ridge Tenn Oak Ridqe National Lab ERDA 12 part time

Phase Diagram Y for Ceramists Washington, D C NBS NBS American Ceramic Society, 3 part time
Inc

Photonu(  leaf  Dala Ccnfr-r tvashmqton  D ( NR\ NBS 3 n IC If, ci, :>hk c,<, ‘.!~
1 <-lerl(

Physical Data GrouD Llvermore Cal(l Unlverwly  0! C a l l  fnma 1 ) II, I !,n7#,

PI asttc  $ T ec hn ,ca I Eva 111a [ ion

Cen!e, Dove, N J Arnl { Malcra Cr]n 1 7 !L,  !,,,,<>

(P: ASTEC I

Rad!alton  Chemlslry Data Cenf~r No!re Ddme Ind Rarhal,[)~  : Ab NBS [ RDA 4 II $,,  I \mf, .) p a ,  !  1  rn~

Rad! at(on Sh(eldlng  I. formation Oak Rtctgf  Tenr o iK R,dqe Nat, r,rlal  : ih F RDA De fe~se NUC ear Agenc  !
Cenler

1 > !L,  , f m,, 4 p<, rt I n f

~ member li?chnlc  d .itiv  !, ,, ,

r ,,nm,llpp

Rare Earth Inlo.mat,  on Center Ames Ir w,% 10 #a $lal~  IJmvfLr?lt\ FRDA
(RIC ~

1 5 f,l  I 111716.  1 [14r!  I F,+.
1 half I I-1P

Qelabllf!y  Analys,  s Center Gr, ff!ss 4tr F err,. Base N ~ R.l DC FiBFi AC I Grlf, ss Alr Force  Base 1 > f[,ll l!mt.

Andr?es  4( I F orre  F3as@

Rock Properties Information W 0S!  : ?td y~t!e :n(j Pordu(, ,)n, , +..5,1  , Nat, ona I Sc ,enr  e F o.)~dat,c  F 6 Dart t.mv
Center (RPIC} IRANNl  Purdue s Ther,nn

phys cal Properties Research
Conler

;hock  and V! bratlon  Information kia$h!nglo~ O C N,iv+l Rpscarch  . ah Oc  PI of De fensP  & Nafl F fh,l l,nl.
:enter API onat,  !tr Y 8 %acc Adm]n

;uperconductlue  Ma fer(als  Data Schencr  !ddv N Y f,pneral  E lf~ctrtc hJt3i ? IIarl  t m<,
qew~arch  8 DP v C II

able of Isotooes  Pro;ect Be,k  PIey  C ~1  f !Jn,,, c f C all f.)rn,  d NBS ~ F3DA 1 5t>n,  or r,”]p  Im. r 4 IL, Ilmf.
? p >r, ! ,rnt, 1 t ? r.,s,
1 r omp[,  tr.r  ar~q,amm,,r

hermophysucal  Properties Wesl .atayetle Ind ~L)rdt,cz k)nl~ U 5 GQverr)mc,  nl Aqenc  (c5 ADPr C x lmat,’  , { T
Iesearcn  Center  [TPRC)

OX)C Ma!er!als  !ntormal,  on Oak Rdq~  Tf, nn Pql. IWfqc PJ I t  I  ,  ih rJ?!l <r  Pn,  F f r ,,noat I rn AFC
;enl~r  ITMIC )

5 n,olessitmd  \

JSAF Enwrnnmental  T@ch V. ash,nqtn,l  O C W+.  Y YarrJ  Ann6a  x LJ < )’,. 1 U,C< .U>r)

(pol,calio~$  Center

( flay Attenuat,o~  Coeftlr  tent Wa$hlnqton  D c NUS N8S Delwwo  ri~,c le,~~ 1 f(, I I MT  1 1 4 hme
TIormat(on Cent6. r Agen, \ DP!)I of OelePC,  I=

Source National Referral Center D/rerfory  o f Fedefalv Suoported Irtforrna (ion Analvss Cenfers  Washington D C Library ot Congress 1974
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Table n-7.-Large, Medium, and Small Specialized Materials Information Analysis Centers

METALS AND CERAMICS INFORMA-
TION CENTER (MCIC)
Battelle Memorial Instltute
Columbus Laboratories
Columbus Ohio 43201

SPONSOR Department  of  Defense
Off Ice of the Director of Defense
Research and Englneerlng under a
D e f e n s e  S u p p l y  A g e n c y  c o n t r a c t
monitored by the Army Materials and
Mechanics Research Center, Water-

town, Mass

YEAR STARTED 1955

STAFF 100 par t - t ime professional
technicals (20 percent), 7 full-time
professional technicals, 4 full-time in -
formation specialists and 10 full-time
typing and clerical

MISSION To provide technical assist-
ance and information on materials within
the Center s scope, with emphasis on
application to the defense community

SCOPE Metals Titanium, aluminum and
magnesium beryllium refractory metals
high-strength steels, superalloy (pri-
marily nickel- and cobalt-base alloys)
and rhenium and vanadium Ceramics

Borides, carbides, carbon/‘graphite
nitrides oxides, sulfides SI Iicides in -
termetallics, and selected glasses and
glass-ceramics Composites of these
mater ia ls ,  coat ings,  envi ronmenta l
ef fects  mechanical  and propert ies
materials applications, test methods
sources suppliers, and specifications
other materials mutually agreed upon by
the contractor and the Government

HOLDINGS Reports on Government-

sponsored research journals patents
data, trade literature books

PUBLICATIONS Monthly  newslet ter
(disseminated free by the Center to any-
one engaged in materials research
development, or utilizatlon), a series of
weekly reviews on developments in
metals technology, a monthly review of
ceramic technology,  a  var iety  of
engineering reports and handbooks re-
lated to the utilizatlon of advanced
metals  and ceramics The reviews,
reports and handbooks are available at
cost from the National Technical lnfor-
mation Service

SERVICES Answers to technical inquir -
ies, bibliographies, Iiterature, searches

and special studies are provided on a
fee basis depending on the time in-
volved

Q U A L I F I E D  U S E R S  S e r v i c e s  a r e
available to the technical community
without restrictions

MACHINABILITY DATA CENTER
Metcut Research Associates Inc
Clnclnnati Ohio 45209

SPONSOR The center IS operated by
Metcut Research Associates Inc under
contract to the Defense Supply Agency
with technical aspects being monitored
by the Army Materials and Mechanics
Research Center Watertown, Mass

YEAR STARTED 1964

STAFF 7 machining data analysts (3
full-time and 4 part-time), 3 systems and
data processing personnel (2 full-time
and 1 part-time), 1 document acquisi-
tioner (full-time), 1 user/inquiry con-
troller (full-time), and 1 management
(full-time)

MISSION To collect evaluate, store
and disseminate material removal infor-
mation including specific and detailed
machining data for all types of materials
and material removal operations both
conventional and unconventional

SCOPE All kinds of material removal
operations such as turning milling drill -
ing grinding, eIectrical discharge
machining electrochemical machining
chemical machining, etc with strong

emphasis on engineering evaluation for
the purpose of developing optimized
material removal parameters such as
speeds feeds depths of  cut  tool
material and geometry cutting fluids
and other significant variables

H O L D I N G S  O v e r  3 2 0 0 0  e v a l u a t e d
documents that  can be retr ieved
specifically by content using a com-
puterized system

PUBLICATIONS MDC Machining Briefs

(d istr ibuted f ree to  MDC Users)
N C E C O - N / C  M a c h i n g  C o s t s  ( c o m -
puter program 1 973) Machining Data
Handbook (2d ed 1972), Machining 01
High Strength Steels with Emphasis on

Surface Integrity (1970), Determination
and Analysis of Machining Costs and
ProductIon Rates Using Computer Tech -

niques ( 1968), Machining Data for

Nurnerical Control (1 968) and 1968 Sup-
plement to Machining Data for Numeri-

cal Control Grinding Ratios for Aero -
space A//oys ( 1966) Machining Data for
Beryllium Metal (1966), Machining Data
for Titanium A//oys (1 965)

SERVICES Answers inqulrles, provides
consulting, reference literature-search -
Ing abstracting and Indexing, and
reproduction services, provides R&D in-
formation conducts seminars, lends
materials, makes referrals to other

sources of Information, permits onsite
use of collection Answers to inquiries
that can be handled quickly over the
phone are provided free, other services
are provided on a fee basis

QUALIFIED USERS Anyone, with cer-
tain Iimitations in foreign disseminatlon

RARE-EARTH INFORMATION CENTER
(RIC)
En erg y and MineraI Resourc es
Research Institute
lowa State University
Ames lowa 50010

SPONSORS The Ames Laboratory of
the U S Atomic Energy Commission and
over 40 U S and foreign rare earth pro-
ducers and advanced technology cor-
porations

YEAR STARTED 1966

STAFF 1  5  fu l l - t ime professional
(chemistry) and 1 part-time professional
(metallurgy) 1 half-time nonprofes-
sional

MISSION To serve the scientific com-
munity by collecting storing evaluating
and disseminattng rare earth information
from various sources

SCOPE The Center IS concerned pri -
marily with the physical metallurgy and
solid state physics of the rare metals
and their alloys but it also maintains
files on the analytical Inorganic and
physical  chemistry  geochemistry

ceramics and toxicity of the rare earth
elements and compounds

HOLDINGS About  5  000 repr ints
reports and books

PUBLICATIONS Rare Earth Information

Center News (quarter ly  d ist r ibuted
free) technical reports state-of-the-art
reviews data compilations bibliogra -

phies

SERVICES Answers inquiries, provides
literature-searching and abstracting and
Indexing services, prepares in-depth
reports, makes referraIs  to other
sources of Information, permits onslte
use of collection A minimum charge of

$25 has been set to cover the expenses
involved in answering most typical in -
quiries

QUALIFIED USERS Anyone

Source National  Referral Center O~rectory  of  Federallv S[moorted  lnformdt{on  Analys/s Centers Washington D C Library 01
Congress 1974
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years ,  EMPIS  prov ides  a  sys temat ized
materials description service for GE operating
departments. System output is principally in
the form of coded pages of text, tabulations,
and diagrams. Currently EMPIS contains over
21.000 pages: about 3,000 are added or updated
each year.

Some of the technical library services
described previously are also used to support
engineering information needs. SO too are the
materials information analysis centers; many
offer focused consul tat ion on particular
problems.

For support to management and related
planning functions, inventory and economic
information is of principal interest; of course.
information from the other categories is in-
volved as well. Even less than procedures for
handling technical trade i n format ion,
standardized processing procedures for the
management and planning functions are un-
developed. To be sure. materials industries
have always recognized the need to be able to
project the demand for their products. This is
an  e s sen t i a l  e l emen t  in  p l ann ing  p lan t
capacity and related production inputs, and a
variety of planning tools have been developed
for the purpose, each unique to a particular
business. But the emphasis was uniformly on
projected demand. Although some significant
materials shortages occurred in the 1950’s, it
was not until 1973–74, when supplies suddenly
became exceedingly short, that the need sur-
faced to consider seriously the supply side of
the equation as well, In the face of the more
complex materials problems now emerging,
more sophisticated planning tools have had to
be developed which take a variety of supply
factors into account. Thus, a company which
converts raw materials to an intermediate
material needs to consider not only the effects
of interruptions in raw material supply but
also shifts in demand brought about by a short-
age in a substitute raw material as well as the
uncertain intent ions of competitor producers.

The analytical techniques for accomplishing
such industrial analysis are still in the very
early stages of development, The problems are
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very difficult and beyond the capability of
most companies. Only a very few large
organizations have formed special materials
strategy groups to deal with them. While the
analytical methods vary from one industry to
another, several common concepts are evi-
dent:

●

●

●

The strategy analysis draws on informa-
tion from every aspect of the business:
resource and development, engineering.
purchasing. finance, and marketing. It de-
mands a level of comprehensive skill that
is usually in very short supply and is
probably beyond the capability of smaller
companies to develop for themselves.
Specialized consulting companies are
beginning to offer this capability.

There is heavy reliance on information
that is available only from Government
sources.

Computers play only a minor role in the
analysis. At this stage of industria1 sup-
ply/demand model development, there
are few realtime constraints ca11ing for
computers. The principal challenge is for
analysts to derive proper analytica1 rela -
tionships. In the future. planning systems
conceivably might weigh the effects of
very short interval changes in supply and
demand estimates and in other exogenous
v a r i a b l e s  a n d  r e p o r t  t h e m  t o
policy makers in near real-time. but it is
not clear when, or if, this will ever be
necessary.

While industrial organizations are con-
cerned with analysis  of  their  own sup-
ply/demand variables, Government agencies
are concerned with aggregated analysis. both
of selected industrial segments and of the
economy as a whole. A large number of agen-
cies are involved in developing these analysis
procedures, A recent review of Government
activities to avert and alleviate materials
shortages showed that some 57 executive
agencies, 15 congressional committees, and 3
congressional offices are involved in policy
planning (ref. 14),
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Just as inventory and economic information
is collected by agencies on an autonomous
basis, so too the Government’s systems for
processing inventory and economics in forma-
t ion have largely been uncoordinated. As an
outcome of the materials shortages of 1972–73,
efforts are now underway to improve this
situation, especially to effect closer coordina -

development of combined supply/demand
analytical models is still relatively immature,
Until the late 1960’s, few Government agen-
cies were using sophisticated analytical tech-
niques. Probably the most advanced were
those in the Department of Agriculture for
renewable materials, which were patterned
along those used for food commodities. With

tion within individual departments {such as regard
among the different groups in the Department sib i lit y
of the Interior). Nevertheless, the state of has not

E. SUMMARY

to mineral commodities, the respon-
for tying supply and demand together
been clearly established.

The review of existing materials in forma-
t ion systems confirms several impressions and
indicates several trends. Although largely un-
coordinated. individual systems in industry,
academic institutions, and Government have
all played important contributing roles in the
development of U.S. materials policy, In the
past, and continuing even today, the most for-
mally developed information systems deal
principally with scientific and technical infor-
mat ion. Least developed are the systems deal-
ing with economic and inventory information,

and particularly lacking are the analytical in-
formation processing techniques for interpret-
ing data. In the face of the growing need that
policy makers have for materials information,
these deficiencies become even more signifi-
cant.

Whether or not, in light of emerging issues
and considerations, these systems adequately
meet the particular needs of Federal
policy makers is examined further in chapter
III.
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